P R E FA C E

he last edition of Air Words was published a decade ago. Since that time, there have
been wholesale changes in the journalism world. Print and broadcast journalism
have downsized and the audience has embraced newer formats in online media. The
Internet has blossomed with bloggers, aggregators, Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
feeds, and social media sites. As we approach the year 2020, it’s anyone’s guess where
this trajectory is headed.
It used to be that a journalist with a specialized skill—reporter, editor, photographer, television correspondent—could settle into a career. Now, anyone wanting to be a
reporter or editor knows that proficiency in only one medium is a recipe for unemployment and they are best off with skills as multimedia practitioners.
But even with the expertise, multimedia-trained journalists are a bit adrift in how
to pitch their talents to news agencies. Are they mass media reporters, convergence
or multimedia journalists, bloggers, freelancers or V-Js? I heard of one reporter who
referred to himself as an “open platform” journalist.
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New to the 4th Edition
The journalism landscape is changing at meteoric speed and this demands a dramatic
response for any textbooks used in the classroom. Air Words 4th Edition has surveyed
instructors and students about their updated curricular needs and is packed with many
significant revisions.
This newest edition of Air Words cannot escape the emerging legion of citizen journalists and the power of social media as newsgathering tools and communication channels. Chapters have been reorganized to
• survey the integration of online, smart phone, e-tablet and social media for
presentation;
• explore social media’s important ethical and legal quandaries;
• and to introduce comprehensive producing strategies that consider broadcast,
online, and mobile devices.
Because traditional journalistic job roles are now ill-defined and in flux, the newest
edition of Air Words
• outlines comprehensive skills needed by the Enterprise Journalist, the all-around
news worker with powerful skills in story research, writing for spoken news,
multi-media producing and visual storytelling;
• adds a chapter that concentrates on visual sequences and their logic;
• and enlarges the chapters on producing packages and writing tracks.
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Finally, because instructors reinforced their confidence in the mastery learning
concepts followed by this workbook, Air Words 4th Edition has
• added new graphics to strengthen its emphasis on workbook mastery learning
and methodology;
• focused 10 new exercises on recent major news events;
• and expanded selected exercises for in-class group solutions.
Hope you enjoy.
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